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Abstract 

The free surface of water, and the interface between water and a hydrophobic surface, both have 

positive interface energies.  The water density near a free surface drops below the bulk density, 

and thus it is expected that water near a hydrophobic surface will also show a density depletion. 

However, efforts by multiple groups to detect and characterize the predicted ‘gap’ at water-

hydrophobic interfaces have produced contradictory results.  We have studied the interface 

between water and fluoroalkylsilane self-assembled monolayers using specular X-ray 

reflectivity, and analyzed the parameter-space landscapes of the merit functions being minimized 

by data fitting.  This analysis yields a better understanding of confidence intervals than the 

customary process of reporting a unique ‘best’ fit. We conclude that there are unambiguous gaps 

at water-hydrophobic interfaces when the hydrophobic monolayer is more densely packed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In traditional hydrodynamics, the liquid phase is generally treated as a uniform, structureless 

continuum. This assumption certainly fails at the free surface, where it is known that the density 

changes continuously rather than sharply from the bulk to the vapor, resulting in an intermediate-

density surface region.  It has long been suggested1 that the interface between water and 

hydrophobic materials should be similar to the free surface of water, since both have positive 

surface tension.  This analogy predicts that the water density near the hydrophobic substrate 

should drop below the bulk density, just as it does at the free surface, creating a density-depleted 

interfacial region. There may even be capillary fluctuations at this interface.2-4  Such a depletion 

has also been invoked to explain the unusually large slip lengths seen in studies of shear flow at 

hydrophobic surfaces.5  

In addition to the fundamental condensed-matter interest in the nature of the interfacial fluid 

phase, hydrophobic surfaces are common in nature and therefore the structure and properties of 

water near hydrophobic surfaces are important in a large variety of applied contexts. 

Understanding the behavior of interfacial water is crucial, for example, to predicting the behavior 

of molecules such as proteins in aqueous environments; to modeling wet chemical reactions at 

interfaces; and to making water flow more easily in, e.g. lab-on-a-chip applications. 

X-ray and neutron reflectivity have been extensively used to determine the density profiles at the 

free surfaces of many liquids6-25 including water,22,25  and also at liquid-solid26-28 and liquid-

liquid29-30 interfaces. These probes are sensitive to electron density and scattering length density 

respectively, and for a known material these are both measures of the local mass density.  There 

is simply no other technique that so directly measures interfacial density profiles with the spatial 

resolution necessary for such studies.  It is therefore natural to expect that X-ray and neutron 

reflectivity data will be equally informative at the water-hydrophobic interface, and will give us 

unambiguous measurements of both time-averaged density profiles and of any capillary-wave-

like dynamics at the interface.   

In reality, although the water-hydrophobic interface has been studied by a number of groups,30-37 

the results are inconsistent and have not led to a consensus.  Early neutron reflectivity studies31-33 

of hydrocarbon-water interfaces reported gap widths larger than 10Å,  while later x-ray 

reflectivity measurements on similar systems reported gap widths of less than 5Å.35,36  Yet other 
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X-ray30 and neutron34 studies reported that there is no gap.  In retrospect, several major 

experimental obstacles can be identified:   

First, reflectivity measurements have a finite spatial resolution38 that depends on the inverse of 

the maximum momentum transfer reached in the reflectivity scan (qmax). Convolution with the 

resolution function smears the effect being observed, both broadening and weakening it.  

Neutron reflectivity, in particular,  covers a smaller q-range because of the lower usable 

intensity, and therefore the resolution is relatively poor.39  

Second, X-ray reflectivity is not chemically sensitive, and so the interfacial density profile of the 

hydrophobic substrate, which is not of specific interest here, affects the reflectivity and obscures 

the profile of interest (that of interfacial water).  This experimental difficulty does not exist at the 

air-water interface to which the water-hydrophobic interface is theoretically compared, since air 

has negligible electron density.  Substrate roughness, for example, smears the interface profile.  

Silicon can be polished to 2-5Å RMS roughness, which is low compared to most other 

substrates, and silane-terminated molecules can easily be deposited on silicon to form very 

uniform hydrophobic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). Thus silicon-supported SAMs provide 

excellent, well-defined hydrophobic surfaces that have been used in many experimental 

studies.31-33,35-37  However, there is a high price: the system now contains at least three interfaces, 

namely silicon-oxide, oxide-SAM, and SAM-water.  Only the last of these is of interest here, but 

all interfaces reflect X-rays or neutrons and must be accounted for during data analysis. 

Third, the reflectivity data must be fitted using model density profiles with adjustable parame-

ters. The fitting procedure seeks to minimize the variance or other appropriate merit function by 

varying the model parameters, and it is customary to use fitting software to determine and report 

a best fit.  This works well in those special cases where there is a unique and prominent 

minimum in the merit function.  However, reflectivity data have finite range and significant error 

bars, and when fitted using a large number of parameters, the merit function landscape will often 

be quite complex.40 There can be multiple local minima whose merit functions are not 

significantly different, or continuous ranges of minima (referred to below as “valleys”). As noted 

previously, the hydrophobic surfaces (SAMs)  that are otherwise ideal for X-ray studies contain 

at least three interfaces, and therefore fitting the reflectivity data requires many variable 

parameters (most of which are of no particular interest to us).  In these circumstances, canned 
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fitting software will still converge on a single ‘best’ fit, but the appearance of certainty is 

deceptive. Worse, in pathological cases (see below) the best fit requires unphysical parameter 

values. 

We have sought to address these three problems as follows.  First, we have previously shown39 

that increasing the hydrophobicity by using fluorocarbon-based SAMs is a good way to enhance 

the gap relative to the resolution limit. That Letter was limited to two different SAMs; in the 

paper we have added two more types of fluorocarbon SAMs to our study to see more clearly 

whether the interfacial gap width depends on monolayer properties.  (Indeed, our studies are the 

first to do systematic comparisons rather than drawing general conclusions from a single 

system.)  Second, while it is not currently possible to create a hydrophobic interface whose 

density profile is a single ideal step function, in this study we have used Si substrates with 

macroscopically thick layers of ‘thermal’ oxide (formed by heating) rather than the more 

common ultrathin layers of ‘native’ oxide (formed upon exposure to ambient oxygen at room 

temperature).  This reduces the number of relevant interfaces by one, since the Si-SiO2 interface 

is now buried too far below the surface for any coherent scattering to come from it.  (The density 

contrast across the Si-SiO2 interface is very small, and so its effect on real experimental data is 

slight, but if incorrectly modeled it can have a strong adverse influence on data fitting, as 

discussed below.) Third, in order to address the problem of multiple minima in the merit function 

landscapes, we have explored in some detail these landscapes and the effects of various possible 

ways of fitting the same data.  This provides a more informative and nuanced view of the fitting 

process, and a better understanding of what conclusions can and cannot be reliably drawn from 

these experiments and subsequent data analysis. 

 

II. METHODS 

Silicon substrates with ~3000Å thick thermal oxide layers of SiO2 were obtained from WRS 

Materials. For the purposes of our experiment, these substrates can be treated as semi-infinite 

slabs of SiO2.  SAMs were deposited on the oxide surfaces using molecules with the general 

formula CF3(CF2)(n-3)/2 (CH2)2SiCl3 .  These fluoroalkylsilane molecules will be referred to in the 

rest of this paper as FASn, where the number n is the total number of F atoms in each molecule.  

FAS13 (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich; FAS17 
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( (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane) FAS21 (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyltri-

chlorosilane) and FAS25 (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorotetradecyltrichlorosilane) were purchased 

from Synquest Inc.  Only FAS13 and FAS25, deposited on thin (native) silicon oxide, had been 

studied at the time of our initial report.39  In the present study, all four types of molecules were 

self-assembled on thick oxide surfaces using the following procedure.41 The substrates were 

cleaned by sonication in acetone and ethanol baths and were treated with oxygen plasma for 1 

min. In moisture-free nitrogen environments, 1mM solutions of the fluorinated molecules were 

prepared in a 70/30 v/v mixture of anhydrous isooctane and anhydrous carbon tetrachloride 

(Sigma Aldrich). Substrates were immersed in these solutions for 1-2 hours at room temperature 

and finally rinsed with anhydrous solvents and ethanol. 

X-ray studies were conducted at Beam Line 33-BM-C of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne 

National Laboratory.  The thin film cell used to hold SAM substrates and water was described in 

our previous Letter.39 The X-ray energy was 19 KeV (λ = 0.65Å) and the beam was focused to 

0.5mm vertically and 2mm horizontally. The data were collected with a Pilatus area detector. 

The off-specular background was determined simultaneously from the area detector by collecting 

counts in directions shifted +0.2◦ and -0.2◦ from the specular direction and averaging them. This 

background was subtracted from the specular counts. 

The X-ray reflectivity R(q) calculated from any electron density profile ρ(z) is42 
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Here RF is the Fresnel reflectivity from a single ideal step-function interface; qc is the momentum 

transfer at the critical angle for total external reflection; and Δρ is the total change in electron 

density across the interface (for example, when the surface is in contact with water, Δρ is the dif-

ference between SiO2 and water electron densities).  While this equation can be used to calculate 

R(q) from a given analytic function ρ(z), the reverse is not simple: when R(q) is experimental 

data collected over a finite range and with finite accuracy, ρ(z) cannot be directly calculated 

from it.  Analysis of reflectivity data generally follows the same general procedures as all inverse 

problems: a model ρ(z) is assumed, and parameters in the model are adjusted until good fits to 

the data are obtained. 
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Following the Parratt formalism,43,44 a slab model was used to fit our data.  In other words, the 

electron density profile ρ(z) was represented by a series of segments with uniform density, 

except at the interfaces between slabs which are broadened by error functions: 
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Here ρo is the electron density of the semi-infinite substrate, ρi is the uniform density of the ith 

slab, and σi is the width of the interface between the (i+1) th and ith slabs. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the slabs used to describe the self-assembled monolayer 

(and the water profile, if any) and defines some of the parameters used.  The semi-infinite SiO2 

layer is at left (surface roughness σs). The molecule consists of a silane group that attaches to the 

SiO2 surface, and two methylene (CH2) groups, followed by a fluoroalkyl chain.  A single slab  

(slab thickness Dh, electron density ρh, top surface roughness σh) was used to describe the 

combined silane and methylene groups, since the separation between them is much less than the 

resolution of the X-ray reflectivity technique. Another slab (thickness Dc, electron density ρc, top 

surface roughness σc) was used for the fluorocarbon chain.  When water is present, there is 

potentially an intervening gap (thickness Dgap, electron density ρgap, top surface roughness σgap) 

followed by semi-infinite water (at far right in the diagram). 

Minimizing ∑ −−

n
idataicalc qRqRN 21 )]()([ does not work well with reflectivity data, because the 

reflectivity drops rapidly with q (roughly as 1/q4), which means that the variance is dominated by 

the largest (lowest-q) numbers.  The error-weighted function  

∑ −≡ −

n
iidataicalc qRqRN 2212 /)]()([ σχ , where σi is the variance of the ith data point, works better, 

but has been shown45 to yield poor data fits at high q.  We use instead the merit function 
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which provides a more balanced weighting of the data over the entire q-range.45
 To 

find the best fits, we employed the simulated annealing method46,47 due to its simplicity 

and ability to avoid local minima.  
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III. RESULTS 

III.A Dry SAM studies 

Determining the interfacial profile of the SiO2-supported SAM (the dry interface) is not in itself 

a goal of this study.  However, before we can study the substrate-water interface, it is essential to 

characterize the substrate and also to better understand how fitting results must be evaluated.  

Fig. 2 shows reflectivity data and fits to characterize a dry SAM of FAS25 on silicon with thick 

(thermal) oxide.  The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 1.  It should be noted that the density 

of a close-packed fluoroalkyl monolayer is quite high, about 80% of the substrate density.  Thus 

the electron density has one large step and one small step. This is in contrast to the more 

commonly studied alkylsilane SAMs, where the density is roughly half that of silicon, resulting 

in two roughly equal density steps. 

Fig. 2(a) and Table 1 illustrate the customary approach to the analysis of reflectivity data: a 

unique answer is presented based on the output of fitting software designed to minimize the 

appropriate merit function.  To demonstrate that reality is more complex, Fig. 2(b) shows the γ2 

landscape in the Dc-ρc plane.  For this calculation only, a simplified model was used with no 

head group slab (Dh=0); in other words the entire molecule is described by one slab.  As the slab 

width (Dc) and density (ρc) are varied, it can be seen that there are not one but two minima in the 

merit function, and the customary fitting procedure might report either one of them.  Both 

minima have the same Dc, but quite different ρc.  In this case, it is not difficult to see why this 

happens.  There are two interfaces in the electron density: first from air to the SAM, and second 

from the SAM to the substrate.  However, X-rays cannot distinguish a small step followed by a 

big step (implying low SAM density), from a big step followed by a small step (implying high 

SAM density).  Indeed, it can easily be verified that the sum of the two best-fit values of ρc in 

Fig 2(b) equals the known electron density of the silicon oxide substrate (1.9x10-5 Å-2).  

In other words, fitting programs cannot distinguish between the correct minimum and the wrong 

one; intelligent intervention is required. One can resolve the ambiguity here by estimating the 

electron density of a monolayer of fluoroalkylsilanes; this matches the higher value of ρc in Fig. 

2(b). The additional information allows us to reject the lower SAM density solution as spurious.  

While this is a particularly simple example, it illustrates a general principle: reflectivity data 
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analysis is almost always an “ill-posed” inverse problem,48 and so judgment must always be 

exercised (and information from independent sources considered) in order to avoid choosing the 

wrong local minimum of the merit function. 

A more interesting and subtle object lesson is provided in a recent paper49 in which data from 

our recent Letter39 were refitted to obtain an alternate density profile.  That proposed density 

profile gave a good fit to the data, but only because the width of the Si/SiO2 interface was 

assumed50 to be 0.5Å.   This is not reasonable; such a picoscale model interface width predicts 

strong oscillations in the calculated reflectivity50 that are not seen in reality from any clean Si 

substrates with native oxide.  The Si/SiO2 interface has been extensively studied not only with 

X-rays40 but also with transmission electron microscopy,51 and is known to be at least 2-5Å 

wide for the best-polished samples. When one fitting parameter is far from any realistic value, 

all other parameters required to force a fit to the data with this incorrect assumption will be 

incorrect also. Just as in our previous example, the existence of a good fit does not establish that 

it represents objective reality; it must still pass the additional tests of credibility and consistency 

with existing knowledge.   

Indeed, throughout the X-ray reflectivity literature, the Si/SiO2 interface is frequently used as a 

source of free parameters to “touch up” the fits.  This takes advantage of the fact that the oxide 

interface width can vary from sample to sample, and its direct measurement is difficult, so that 

any convenient value may be used.  In the present work, by using a thick thermal oxide as our 

substrate, we have removed this flexibility and reduced the number of free parameters available 

to us.  The result is an improvement in the reliability of the fitting process.  Further, in all the 

fits reported in the rest of this paper, we have excluded parameter ranges that are unrealistic. 

This is a long-established approach to solving ill-posed inverse problems.48 

 

III.B Water-SAM interface 

Reflectivity data from the four SAMs of different chain lengths, now in contact with water, are 

shown in Fig. 3, and the corresponding best fit parameters including gap parameters (Dgap, ρgap) 

are listed in Table 2. 

It should be emphasized here that describing the gap as a single slab of uniform density and 
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specific thickness, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is not meant to imply that the density depletion has that 

exact form in reality.  Rather, it is an acknowledgement of the limited resolution available to 

experimentalists.  An analogy may be made to pixelation in digital photographs: the gap is 

described by a single uniform-density slab only because a more complex description requiring 

more variable parameters is not justified by the information contained in the data.  The gap 

widths and densities reported in this paper are merely effective widths and densities applicable to 

the single-pixel model of the gap. Theoretical calculations do report much more complex 

interfacial profiles, but currently there are no experimental tools that can verify the finer details 

of these predictions. 

 Fig 4(a) shows the density profile for wet FAS25 that gave the best fit to the reflectivity data 

using physically feasible parameters (Fig. 3).  Fig. 4 (b)-(c) show contours illustrating the 

dependence of γ2 on the gap density Dgap and gap width ρgap.  The y-axes of the contour plots are 

the relative depth of the gap rather than its density, i.e. (ρwater-ρgap)/ρwater, since this is more intui-

tive: 0.0 means there is no gap, and 1.0 corresponds to the maximum possible depth (zero den-

sity).  Fits were also done into the region ρwater<ρgap (negative y-axis) in order to see if an 

‘inverted gap’ (density enhancement) might also fit the data. 

The first contour, Fig. 4(b), is obtained as follows: all parameters other than Dgap and ρgap are 

fixed at their global best fit values, while the gap parameters are allowed to vary.   In this case 

there is a clear, well-localized minimum of γ2; the width of the gap is ~6Å, more than twice the 

size of a water molecule.  While such constrained fits are sometimes reported, the appearance of 

precision is very deceptive.  In Fig. 4(c) the merit function is minimized at each point in this 

plane while allowing all parameters (including SAM density, thickness, etc.) to vary as much as 

10% from the best-fit values.  Under these conditions the γ2 landscape does not have a localized 

minimum.  Rather, there is now a long “valley”, which means that a variety of combinations of 

gap width and depth will produce good fits to the data. 

The dashed line in Fig. 4(c) is the curve of constant “equivalent depth”: 

Deq ≡ Dgap(ρwater-ρgap)/ ρwater  (4) 

This is the depth of a gap with the same integrated density depletion but with zero gap density 

(maximum depth). Along the dotted line, Deq is constant and equal to the value at the best fit.  It 
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has previously been suggested36 that X-rays are more sensitive to the integrated depletion. If Deq 

were the same for all best fits, the merit function minimum would be spread out in a curved 

“valley” following the dashed line.  While that is not precisely the case here, the shape of the 

valley is somewhat similar to the constant-Deq line. 

These results illustrate that increasing the total number of variable parameters reduces the 

precision with which the parameters of interest can be determined.  This should not obscure the 

crucial result: even under the harsh conditions where all parameters are allowed to float (Fig 

4(c)), there is no ambiguity regarding the existence of a gap (with ρgap < ρwater, Dgap>0) at the 

FAS25-water interface!  While our more detailed analysis increases the uncertainties in the 

quantitative values of the gap parameters, it increases our level of confidence in the qualitative 

conclusion that a gap exists. 

Fig. 5 shows contours similar to those in Fig. 4(c) but for the other SAMs studied (FAS13, 

FAS17 and FAS21).  In the case of FAS13, the shortest-chain molecule, it can be seen that the 

points along the vertical line Dgap=0 and on both sides of the horizontal line ρgap = ρwater would 

also give quite good fits.  Since this means that the gap can be normal, inverted or nonexistent, 

we must conclude that there is no evidence of a gap between our FAS13 SAMs and water.  In the 

case of FAS17, again there are good fits along the vertical line Dgap=0 and on both sides of the 

vertical line ρgap = ρwater.  However, for FAS21 (just as with FAS25, shown earlier), the contours 

exclude the possibility of zero or inverted gaps.  There is a normal gap (ρgap < ρwater, Dgap>0). 

 

IV  Discussion 

The results above help explain why different groups studying apparently similar systems have 

reported significantly different results.  Statistical variations in the data, the use of various merit 

functions, and the use of different software algorithms, can determine which of many essentially 

degenerate points are arbitrarily selected as giving the ‘best’ fit.  Contours such as those we have 

shown give the bigger picture.  

The interface of FAS17 monolayers with water has also been studied by another group using X-

ray reflectivity.52  Our FAS17 raw data (Fig. 3) are almost identical to the data reported in Ref. 

52. They report gap parameters corresponding to Dgap=3.2Å and (ρwater-ρgap)/ρwater =0.44.  As we 
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have shown, the gap width and density cannot really be determined to this level of accuracy; 

however, their reported parameters do fall just within the colored region of our FAS17 contour 

(Fig. 5).   Note also that they used silicon with native oxide and assumed an impossibly small Si-

SiO2 interface width (0.2Å).  Such an interface would generate a strong reflectivity minimum on 

its own (matching the second minimum in the data).  The fact that our reflectivity data (using 

thermal oxide) are essentially identical to those in Ref. 52 (using native oxide) proves that such 

an ultrasharp oxide interface does not exist in reality. 

Our results are also consistent with a recent study53 of the interface between water and epitaxial 

graphene grown on SiC substrates.   In this experiment, the crystal truncation rods of the 

substrate were measured, which allowed the gap width to be determined with much higher reso-

lution than is possible with the specular reflectivity technique. They reported a 0.2Å-wide gap, 

but since the graphene surface is not very hydrophobic (contact angle 93o), the authors note that 

their results are “consistent with the idea of a gap whose magnitude is a function of the contact 

angle”53  

Nonetheless, while contact angle measurements are easy and intuitive, their relevance is unclear 

in general. For example, Ref. 52 notes that “The complex interplay between surface chemistry 

and topography precludes the existence of a direct and universal relation between the 

macroscopic contact angle and the nanoscopic water depletion.”  This is a reasonable concern; to 

put it another way, the contact angle is a non-equilibrium measurement (the advancing and 

receding angles are different) and depends on surface defects that vary from sample to sample 

but are not relevant to the average gap width.  We have therefore sought to identify a different 

explanation for why the gap differs so much from one SAM to another.   

The different SAMs we studied obviously have different thicknesses, and the distance from 

water to the oxide layer could affect the gap. We see unambiguous gaps only with our longer-

chain SAMs (FAS21 and FAS25). On the other hand, monolayer self-assembly is known to be 

subject to significant irreproducibility, and that the shortest-chain monolayer (FAS13) also has 

the lowest chain density (Tables I and II), indicating poor lateral packing during SAM 

deposition.  FAS21, which has the highest chain density but not the largest chain length, shows 

the best-defined contours and an unambiguous gap.  Hence one possibility is that the gap 

depends on the monolayer density.  
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In Fig. 6 we have plotted the chain slab density from our fits, ρc, against the effective gap 

parameter Deq (see Eq. 3).  Rather than reporting the range of Deq along the ‘bottom of the 

valley’, i.e. only for the points with the best merit function, we have included in Fig. 6 the much 

larger ranges of Deq covering the entire colored region in each contour (i.e. including all fits 

where the merit functions are anywhere between the best-fit value γmin
2	  and 50% above that 

value). It can be seen that even with this very conservative criterion, FAS21 and FAS25 have 

positive definite Deq (normal gaps).  Indeed, since better packed SAMs should also be more 

hydrophobic, our results are consistent with the qualitative expectation that more hydrophobic 

SAMs will have larger gaps. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

X-ray reflectivity is a powerful non-destructive characterization technique with high spatial reso-

lution.  The analysis in this paper explains why the water-hydrophobic interface has been a far 

more difficult challenge for this technique than expected, and why there has been so much 

disagreement and debate.  There are undoubtedly some systems where the merit function 

landscape has a simple, idealized form, leading to precise measurements of relevant parameters, 

but this is not one of them.  Previous studies, including our own, have oversimplified the 

problem by not fully accounting for the complexity of the landscape and by allowing software to 

choose a ‘best’ fit when many nearly-degenerate fits are available. 

Our more detailed analysis using very conservative criteria results in less precise numerical 

estimates, but the overall picture emerges more clearly.   Our results provide confirmation for the 

gap hypothesis, and we suggest that they can serve as a reality check on the results of computer 

simulations. Models that are consistent with these experimental results are more realistic and will 

be better able to predict other aspects of the behavior of water near interfaces. 
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TABLES 

SAM	  
From	  molecular	  

model	   Best	  fits	  to	  X-‐ray	  reflectivity	  data	  

	  	  
Dc	  

(Å)	  
Dh	  

(Å)	  
Dc	  

(Å)	  
Dh	  

(Å)	  
ρc	  

(10-‐5	  Å2)	  
ρh	  

(10-‐5	  Å2)	  
σc	  

(Å)	  
σh	  

(Å)	  
σs	  

(Å)	  
FAS25	   16.3	   4.2	   16.3	   4.6	   1.71	   1.20	   3.1	   6.6	   1.9	  
FAS21	   13.8	   4.2	   13.6	   4.5	   1.75	   1.00	   3.0	   6.9	   2.7	  
FAS17	   11.3	   4.2	   11.1	   4.4	   1.71	   1.00	   2.8	   6.0	   2.7	  
FAS13	   8.8	   4.2	   8.5	   4.4	   1.50	   1.23	   3.0	   6.1	   1.7	  

	  

 

 

TABLE I. Best fit parameters for dry hydrophobic SAMs, with subscripts s=substrate (semi-
infinite slab); h=head group slab; c=chain slab. (See Fig. 1.) 
 
 
 
	  

SAM	  
Dgap	  

(Å)	  
ρgap	  

(10-‐5	  Å2)	  
Dc	  

(Å)	  
Dh	  

(Å)	  
ρc	  

(10-‐5	  Å2)	  
ρh	  

(10-‐5	  Å2)	  
σgap	  

(Å)	  
σc	  

(Å)	  
σh	  

(Å)	  
σs	  

(Å)	  
	  	  	  	  γmin

2	  

FAS25	   5.9	   0.75	   15.4	   4.1	   1.75	   1.12	   1.1	   3.0	   4.0	   3.0	   0.00207	  
FAS21	   6.4	   0.83	   12.6	   3.6	   1.80	   0.94	   1.0	   3.8	   4.3	   2.5	   0.00103	  
FAS17	   4.7	   0.46	   10.3	   4.1	   1.80	   1.08	   2.2	   4.5	   2.5	   2.7	   0.00228	  
FAS13	   3.3	   0.56	   9.2	   3.8	   1.43	   1.19	   1.5	   3.6	   1.3	   4.2	   0.00621	  

	  

TABLE II. Best fit parameters for hydrophobic SAMs in contact with water, with subscripts 
s=substrate (semi-infinite slab); h=head group slab; c=chain slab. (See Fig. 1.) γmin

2 is the value 
of the merit function (Eq. 3) for the fit.  Note that, as shown in Fig. 4 and 5, many other sets of 
parameters give functionally equivalent fits, with merit functions comparable to the best fits. 
Thus this table is not the full picture. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1.  Schematic diagram of a fluoroalkylsilane molecule, and a representation of the ‘slab’ 

model of its density.  The semi-infinite SiO2 is at far left, and the semi-infinite water layer is at 

right. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Reflectivity data (open circles), best fit (solid line), and density profile (inset) for the 

dry FAS25 monolayer.  The dashed line in the inset shows the density profile if the interfaces 

were not rounded, i.e. it shows the slabs more clearly (cf. Fig. 1). (b) Merit function landscape in 

the Dc-ρc plane (with Dh=0 for simplicity). The merit function has been scaled and its minimum 

value subtracted in order to more clearly display the contours. 

 

Fig. 3.  Reflectivity data (open circles) and best fits (solid lines), for SAMs of FAS13, FAS17, 

FAS21 and FAS25 in contact with water. The best fit parameters are given in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 4.  Fitting of reflectivity data from the water-FAS25 SAM interface (the experimental data 

are in Fig. 3). (a): best fit density profile (dashed line shows the slabs without interface rounding) 

(b) merit function landscape in the Dgap-ρgap plane when all other parameters are fixed at the 

best-fit values; (c) merit function landscape when all other parameters are allowed to float.  Note 

that in (c) the y-axis extends to negative values, in order to consider the possibility of an ‘inverse 

gap’ with density larger than water. The merit function γ2 (Eq. 3) is shown with its best value 

γmin
2 subtracted and then scaled by a factor of 1000. The visible color range is from γ2= γmin

2 

(dark) to γ2=1.50γmin
2 (light). 

 

Fig. 5.  Merit function landscapes in the Dgap-ρgap plane for fitting of reflectivity data from water-

FAS13/FAS17/FAS21 interfaces (the experimental data are in Fig. 3). All other parameters were 

allowed to float. Note that the y-axes extend to negative values, allowing for ‘inverted gaps’ with 

density larger than water. The merit function γ2 (Eq. 3) is shown with its best value γmin
2 

subtracted and then scaled by a factor of 1000. The visible color range is from γ2=γmin
2 (dark) to 

γ2=1.50γmin
2 (light). 
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Fig. 6.  Effective gap width Deq (Eq. 4) vs. SAM chain density ρc (from dry SAM fits) for the 

four SAMs studied.  The points show the Deq values for the best possible fits (as discussed in the 

text, there are many almost-degenerate fits). The error bars show the Deq range corresponding to 

the merit function ranging from its minimum value to 50% above that value. It can be seen that 

the two higher-density, longer-chain SAMs have Deq>0 (positive definite gap).  














